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See the author’s previous study, “Bethesda-by-the-Sea: The Spanish 
Memorial,” in The Tustenegee, Spring 2013, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp.10-15 and 36.  
This follow-up focuses on an important aspect of its decoration.

Heraldry is a systematic communication system using conventional signs and symbols to 
provide identification and convey meaning. In medieval Europe reading and writing—
word skills—were generally unknown outside of the church and the nobility. The earliest 
visual examples of heraldic symbols, presaging an alternative language, date from the late 
12th and early 13th centuries. At first, the use of heraldry was essentially for the purpose of 
military identification. There was a need for leaders to be distinguished one from the other 
and troops under a particular command and should not be mistaken as enemy forces.  From 
about the year 1200, shields began to bear “charges” such as lions, lilies or diamonds, either 
painted or engraved. The color of the shield and its charges would be reproduced on fabric 
used for both surcoats (long sleeveless garments) worn over armor and mantling, partially 
covering the helmet. The shields were often colored and overlaid with geometric patterns 
such as crosses, saltires (X crosses), quarterings (divided into quarters), tierced (divided 
into thirds, horizontally or vertically), gyronny (pinwheels), etc. These were referred to 
as “ordinaries.”  Each shield or coat of arms must be both unique and registered for the 
system to work, and once designs became set they were passed from father to son. What had 
been developed for military use was subsequently adapted for display at tournaments and 
adopted for household livery. By the 15th century, European sovereigns asserted control 
over the registration and granting of arms.  

The Coat-of-Arms of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
in the United States of America. Courtesy Episcopal 
Church of Bethesda-by-the-Sea.
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St. George of England and St. Andrew of Scotland. Photography by Robert 
Nelson November 1998. Courtesy Episcopal Church of Bethesda-by-the-Sea.



Knowledge of the art of heraldry can enrich our understanding of 
the world we share. The Episcopal Church of Bethesda-by-the-Sea in Palm 
Beach is a repository for examples of ecclesiastical heraldry, family heraldry, 
and governmental or political heraldry. The cross−the unhappy “furniture” 
of the crucifixion−that brutal act requisite to the resurrection of Jesus Christ, 
the central miracle of faith is the principal charge used in Christian heraldry. 
For many, a cross worn around the neck remains a potent symbol. Architects 
designed the plan of Bethesda to be cruciform (cross shaped.)  The previous 
church contained a large open nave, adapted to “preaching” and fellowship, 

but its replacement, following the tenets of the Oxford movement, 
harkens back to earlier precedents.1    

Construction of the current church building began in 1925 and 
continued throughout 1926. Philip Hiss, a principal in the New York 
architectural firm of Hiss and Weekes, was the partner most involved in 
the present building and a popular guest in Palm Beach.  In spring 1927 
he announced that by the following Christmas the shell of the building 
would be finished and worship services could start. New furnishings 
and stained glass, appropriate for a much grander Bethesda-by-the-
Sea, could be added later. The vestry and the architects had agreed 
to a tracery division in the six windows on the south aisle creating 
pairs of tall arched rectangles or “lancets,” enough to accommodate 
all twelve of Christ’s apostles.2 On March 15, Mrs. Neville Mitchell 
Smith offered to donate the first double-lancet window as a memorial 
to her recently deceased brother, William Churchill Mitchell.  Her gift 
was accepted and the Smiths consulted the firm of S. Owen Bonawit, 
Inc. of New York, “Workers in Stained and Leaded Glass and Glass 
Mosaic.” Sts. Peter and Paul were selected as subjects, and prior to the 
first service on November 27, 1927, this single stained glass window 
was part of the fabric of the building. Twelve years were to pass before 
the two windows that flank it were in place and another seven before 
the installation of all the apostle windows was completed.    

David J. Brown of the Bonawit office described “the two light 
openings we installed” in a letter dated Feb. 9, 1928.  He began with 
St. Peter: “The left hand shield contains the fish…the Greek word for 
fish forms the anagram of the name of Jesus Christ and is a symbol of 

water of the rite of baptism….To the right is a shield containing the Phoenix 
Bird... it burned itself… and rose again from its own ashes.” Continuing with 
St. Paul, he wrote, “The left hand shield symbolizes a Christian drinking 
from the waters of faith. The right hand shield is a ship, the emblem of 
the Christian Church.”3 His “Christian drinking from the waters of faith” 
is illustrated by a “hart,” the male red deer. Was Mr. Brown aware of its 
origin in Psalm 42:1 in the King James’ version of the Bible, “As the hart 
panteth after the water brooks, so pants my soul after thee, O, God.” Thrice 
he employed the term “shield” in describing specific charges. In the case 
of the shield to the right of St. Paul, he was imprecise. The square sail or 
“lateen” on the galleon is charged with a crux ordinaria Gules or red Latin 
cross.4 The letter serves as a confirmation that the window contains “more 
than meets the eye,” and a willingness to search for deeper meanings in the 
heraldic aspects of such a project is generally rewarded.
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The Smith/Churchill Window containing 
Sts. Peter and Paul.  Photography by Robert 
Nelson November 1998. Courtesy Episcopal 
Church of Bethesda-by-the-Sea.
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In 1939 S. Owen Bonawit, Inc. received commissions for the next two windows, Sts. John and Thomas and Sts. Bartholomew 
and Matthew.5 The architectural over-abundance in the earlier window has been restrained and the new formats adjusted to 
accommodate larger figures filling out a greater portion of the pictorial space. Rectangular compartments placed beneath the 
bare feet of each man contain scenes described in the Bible or derived from cherished legends. Were the apostles not so 
clearly identified by their names written around their halos, the additional pictorial scenes would have been sufficient to enable 
identification. St. John holds a golden goblet from which a basilisk emerges, a reference to his faith that foiled the priest of 
Ephesus who had attempted to poison him. St. Thomas, the Doubter, who was reassured of Christ’s divinity when he touched 
the wound in his side, is accompanied with a spear. The butcher’s knife held in St. Bartholomew’s left hand was the instrument 
of his martyrdom by flaying.  St. Matthew, one of the four authors of the gospels, holds a writing quill and is accompanied by 
an angel, his inspiration and his emblem.  

Also in 1939, the firm submitted drawings for the five chancel windows. The vestry chose otherwise. An English group, 
Powell and Sons, Ltd., was hired instead. They proposed a presentation in stained glass of verses from the Te Deum, also known 
as “Ambrosian Hymn” or “Song of the Church,” and their great east window is regarded as one of the treasures of the church. 

In 1943 parishioner Annette Tilford Haskell came into possession of two 15th century glass roundels created in Flanders 

A view of  Lady Chapel, Episcopal Church Bethesda-by-the-Sea.
Courtesy Richard A. Marconi.
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and offered them to Bethesda. The old glass was joined by 
two narrative episodes from the life of Moses within quatrefoil 
shapes. A symbolic image, placed in a roundel at the apex of 
the window, completed the grouping. It contains a snowy lamb 
holding a pennon and white banner charged with a red cross—
argent a plain cross gules—one of the oldest and most often 
used heraldic compositions in religious art.6 The window was 
considered such a success that Heinigke and Smith, the firm 
that repositioned the old glass, became Bethesda’s preferred 
studio thereafter. 

The term “Lady Chapel” is sometimes employed to 
indicate a small, discrete space appropriated within a basilica 
for a particular veneration. Retired diplomat Arthur Bradley 
Campbell conceived of transforming a two-bay unit in the 
south transept into such a place of remembrance for his late 
mother and stepfathers, and possessed the means to bring it 
about. The widowed Charlotte Jane Isabelle Fallon Campbell 
first remarried corporate executive James McDonald (see 
below) and, some years after his death, Charles Gordon, 
11th Marquis of Huntley (9th Earl of Aboyne and 9th Lord 
Gordon of Strathavon and Glenlivit.). He was the premier peer 
of Scotland. [“Marquis” is used in Scotland and France, but 
“Marquess” in England.]  She embraced nobility as though she 
had been born to it, ordering a complete parure (a matched set) 
composed of deep purple amethysts, evocative of the Scottish 
thistle, set in yellow gold.7

Campbell, who was also a member of the vestry, was in 

Armigerous: Entitled to wear arms.

Banderole: A decorative scroll or banner sometimes containing 
writing.

Beasts: Animal representations useful for attributing character 
traits.

Blazon: The language used to describe arms, crest, mantling, 
supporters and badges.

Curx ordinaria: The Latin cross, familiar from crucifixion 
depictions.

Escutcheon: Another term for shield.

Helm: Another term for helmet.

Mantling: Bands of cloth bands used by heraldic artist for 
enhancement.

Motto: The philosophy of an individual compressed into several 
words.

Tinctures: The heraldic colors red (Gules), blue (Azure), 
black (Sable), green (Vert), and purple (Purpure)  are described 
as tinctures. The colors white (Argent) and gold (Or) are 
termed metals. In addition to tinctures and metals, other colors 
occasionally used are a bloody red (Sanguine), orange (Tenne) 
and mulbury (Murrey) called stains.  Some highly placed people 
lined their cloaks with ermine or “vair,” both designated furs.  The 
term derives from the varigation of squirrel pelts, gray on the back 
and white on the belly.   

Terms of Heraldry
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Above: Marquisate of Huntley. Photography by Robert Nelson 
November 1998. Courtesy Episcopal Church of Bethesda-by-the-
Sea. At right: Christ Walking on the Water, with arms of Amory, 
Haskell and Sullivan Families below. Photography by Robert 
Nelson November 1998. Courtesy Episcopal Church of Bethesda-
by-the-Sea.
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accord with the plan to situate apostles in all of the south 
aisle windows. Sts. Simon and Jude occupy his left window 
and Phillip and James the Less, the right. Planned en suite, 
the colors in one window play off those in the other and the 
unified result is one of elegant restraint. Memorial dedications 
continue across all four lancets, just below the sandaled feet of 
the first century Galileans, punctuated with small marquisate 
coronets: (Left) “Given to the Glory of God and in loving 
memory of Charles/Eleventh Marquis of Huntley 5 March 
1847-20 February 1937 Arthur Bradley Campbell.”; (Right) 
“Given to the Glory of God and in loving memory of My 
beloved mother Isabelle/ Marchioness of Huntley 16 Sept 
1870-17 May 1939 Arthur Bradley Campbell.”  

Each lancet contains a full coat of arms, including 
“supporters” appearing to hold the shields in the manner of 
bookends. The arms of the Marquisate of Huntley appear 
below St. Simon, and those of the Province of Nova Scotia 
below St. Jude in the right lancet. The Huntley escutcheon 
is organized into quarters, each one of which contains three 
charges—boar’s heads, lion’s heads, crescents, and strawberry 
leaves.8  The other set, Sts. Philip and James the Less, stand 
above the arms of Clan Gordon and the Dominion of Canada, 
respectively. Scattered throughout the four lancets are symbols 

of Scotland (and New Scotland.). Long time communicants 
recall that as children they were used to seeing Mr. Campbell 
at worship, seated within “his” Lady Chapel, surrounded by 
the tributes he had assembled to honor his parentage.      

During World War II Bethesda was crowded. Sunday 
leaflets often reported with a mix of concern and pride that 
the church was overflowing. A temporary solution had been 
to place chairs between the outward opening glass doors on 
the north, so that latecomers seated beneath the ceiling of the 
south arcade could look in and take part in the service. There 
was talk of making of this expediency a permanent solution by 
reworking the lower portion of the north wall to encapsulate 
four cloister bays into the nave. There were pros and cons.  
Although one hundred new seats could be gained, it would be 
costly, and was sacrificing the purity of cruciform plan of the 
church too high a price to pay?   

On March 2, 1946, Annette Tilford Haskell was killed in 
an automobile crash. She left five children and a husband, 
Bethesda’s treasurer, Amory Lawrence Haskell.9 There was 
no question but that he wished to memorialize the late Mrs. 
Haskell in an appropriate manner in their parish church. He 
proposed to fund, furnish, and glaze what became known as 
“the Haskell Addition.” There was never a question of anyone 

Bethesda-by-the-Sea, Heraldric Shields in the Chancel, affixed to an 
Acolyte’s Chair, 1941), Choir Stall cresting (1961), and the Thomas Sedilia 
(1951). Courtesy Episcopal Church of Bethesda-by-the-Sea Church.



but Heinigke and Smith, the firm that his wife had consulted 
earlier, for the task. Two years later, on March 7, 1948, he 
presented the sketches of the windows in the new addition.  
It was announced that construction would begin immediately.  
Dorothy (Mrs. Edward F.) Hutton donated a massive silver 
Alms Basin in memory of her friend, the late Mrs. Haskell,  
which was dedicated on Palm Sunday.

The pattern of tracery present in the cloister arches 
determined the format of the four windows, making each of 
them a triptych. As the church is located “by-the-Sea,” the 
vestry acknowledged that fact with four maritime themes, all 
taken from the Bible—The Story of 
Jonah, Christ Walking on the Water, 
The Miraculous Draught of Fishes, and 
Paul’s Voyage to Rome. The central 
spaces would contain the principal 
episode and subsidiary scenes would 
occupy the “wings.” Just as in the most 
recent south transept windows, space 
was reserved below for family coats 
of arms—rectangles under the centers 
and squares below the sides. For each 
surname there would be a crest, a 
shield, and a banderole with the motto.  
In addition, the larger spaces had room 
for mantling and helms. 

While the marriage of Amory and 
Annette Haskell had been a love match 
between kindred spirits, it was also a 
merger, bringing together families who 
had played large on the stage of recent 
American history. History is on display 
in presentations of twelve familiar 
surnames—Lawrence, Riker, Moore; 
Amory, Haskell, Sullivan; Hunt, 
Tilford, Curd; and Christie, Giles, Beekman. Together, they 
provide a fair representative of the Knickerbockers, Cavaliers, 
Puritans, Quakers, and Huguenots that earlier historians 
credited with the founding of the nation. As Mr. Haskell’s 
mother, Margaret Moore Riker, had pursued genealogy and 
heraldry for many years, much of the basic research required 
for the windows had been done. The project was dedicated just 
over a year following its approval, March 27, 1949. 

Replacing the clerestory windows with stained glass 
represented the final step in the slowly evolved goal of 
totally re-glazing the church. The firm of Heinigke and Smith 
completed the whole ensemble.  

In 1949 the rector and vestry announced their joint plan, 
consisting of a band of patron saints standing beneath their 
respective national shields in the majority of the eleven two-
lancet openings. Arthur Bradley Campbell once again stepped 
forward with an offer of assistance to fund the first three bays 
in the area of the south transept with six national saints. The 

gift was a memorial to his first stepfather, the remarkable 
James McDonald, a Scot who had emigrated to America in 
1843 at age 15 and through his own ingenuity became chief 
of Standard Oil’s Anglo-American Oil Co. before retiring in 
1906.10 The lancets in the first bay contain St. George, patron 
of England, and St. Andrew, patron of Scotland. The Union 
Jack dates from 1606, its design composed principally from a 
combination of the cross of St. George and that of St. Andrew.   

The last six clerestory windows were reserved for the first 
three Presiding Bishops in the Protestant Episcopal Church 
(Seabury, White and Provoost) and three pioneering Florida 

bishops (Weed, Gray, and Mann), 
each of whom held office at a time 
when one of the successive houses 
of worship entitled Bethesda-by-the-
Sea were constructed. (The current 
location of the church is in the Diocese 
of South East Florida, formed in 
1969, following the completion of the 
clerestory project.) 

Cornelius Vanderbilt Barton, a 
member of the Bethesda congregation 
for almost half a century, wished to 
honor the memory his late wife, Jessie 
Cluett Barton. On March 24, 1940, he 
offered to underwrite the purchase of 
new oak choir stalls and a lay reader’s 
bench with prayer desk that would 
be in scale with the present building.  
Prior to that time, the sanctuary was 
outfitted with furniture from the 
previous church. Following his lead, 
Mrs. Henry Kohl donated a pair of oak 
canopied seats, designated as acolytes’ 
chairs, a memorial to her husband. 

These high-backed thrones, placed across from one another 
and resting against the western ends of the choir enclosures, 
have the effect of framing the approach to the sanctuary.

A pair of oak sedilia, each containing three seats, were 
added to the sanctuary in 1950 and 1951.11 The first, the 
bishop’s sedilia (on the north side), is a memorial to The Rt. 
Rev. Nathaniel Seymour Thomas, Bishop of Wyoming prior 
to his becoming Rector of Bethesda. Painted heraldic shields 
are affixed to the back of each seat—the Missionary District of 
Wyoming, the Diocese of South Florida, and the Thomas arms.  
The clergy sedilia, opposite, was presented by Burrell Bassett 
Smith as “A tribute of love and gratitude to his Mother, Neville 
Mitchell Smith, 1951.”12 It also contains three shields—the 
Diocese of Central Pennsylvania (Her permanent residence 
was in York.), the arms of Bethesda-by-the-Sea, and those 
of the Mitchell family. All of the seating has a preplanned 
appearance, thanks to a gift from Jean Flagler Gonzalez, who 
financed the cresting above the choir stalls connecting all the 
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In the 1940s, Annette Tilford Haskell donated 
the beautiful stained-galss window in the south 
Ambulatory. It incorporates 14th and 15th century 
Swiss and Flemish panes of glass. Courtesy 
Episcopal Church of Bethesda-by-the-Sea.
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units. Her donation also paid for a number of polychrome 
armorial shields relating to the historical transformation of 
the Church of England into the Protestant Episcopal Church.  
These were given “in loving memory” of Henry Morrison 
Flagler (1830-1913), the grandfather who died when she was 
three years old.  

The acolytes’ thrones and the central units in both triple 
sedilia are capped with pyramidal forms supporting a pelican, 
a peacock, and a mitre, or an angel. Each subject occurs 
frequently as charges in ecclesiastical heraldry. Shields on 
the back of the north acolyte sedile are those of Scottish 
dioceses and on the other, the principal English dioceses. 
The Church of Scotland did not evolve from the Church of 
England but has its own medieval origin.14 These examples 
of ecclesiastical heraldry are colorful reminders of the debt 
owed by the American Church to its British origins. The 
second shield to the left in the area of the choir screens is that 
of the Protestant Episcopal Church. It contains a red cross on 
a white shield, with nine white crosses arranged in an “X” 
in the first quarter against a blue background, blazoned thus 
(using the more relaxed American form): “Argent a cross gules 
and on a quarter azure nine crosses crosslet in saltire of the 
first.” “In saltire” simply means arranged in an X. Each of the 
white crosslets refers to a colonial diocese that embraced the 
amended form of Anglican, now American, worship. They 
include Massachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 
New York, Maryland, New Jersey, Delaware, and South 
Carolina. One of the Virginia charges is the three-ship caravel 
that landed at Jamestown in May 1607. The New York shield 
contains windmill blades, a reference to its Dutch origin. Two 
dioceses, Pennsylvania and Maryland, are derived in part from 
the arms of early landowners in those states, William Penn and 
George Calvert (1st Lord Baltimore), respectively.  

Many examples of the applications of heraldry present in 
religious art or that relating to families have been cited, but 
there are many more examples. Visitors to Bethesda-by-the-
Sea are aware of the presence of heraldic allusions in paintings, 
needlework, and carvings throughout the building and on the 
grounds, thanks to the generosity of donors and the efforts of 
skilled craftsmen. In the uniting of heraldic arms and nation 
saints in the clerestory windows, church officials saluted the 
European national states, recalling Bethesda’s early vow to 
recognize the “brotherhood of man under the fatherhood of 
God.”
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Endnotes:
(1) The Oxford movement represented a revival in the Church of 
England, originating at Oxford University. Adherents encouraged 
a return to the rituals and architecture prior to the Protestant 
Reformation. Its adherents in America were architects Richard 
Upjohn (1802-1878) and Robert Renwick (1818-1895.) One of the 
most esteemed examples of  Collegiate Gothic architecture was 
the Chapel constructed at Princeton University (1921), just prior to 
Bethesda-by-the-Sea.  
 

(2) The term “lancet” can also describe vertical rectangles with 
horizontal tops. The numerical break occasioned by the death of 
Judas, the disciple who betrayed Christ before committing suicide, 
was filled by the election of Matthias (Acts I:26.) As a result of Paul’s 
work as a Christian apóstólos (Greek for “messenger”) and lacking 
any subsequent mention of Matthias, Paul came to be considered the 
twelfth apostle and is often paired with Peter in Christian art.

(3) The Bonawit correspondence concerning Palm Beach 
commissions is preserved in the Bethesda Archives. Although the 
firm survived the Depression, Owen Bonawit gave up the business 
about 1940 and became a photographer in the west. 

(4) The written description of armorial bearings is called a blazon.  
The basic colors used in heraldry are few and referred to in old 
French.  It is often difficult to distinguish between Gules (red) and 
Sanguine (bloody red) because heraldic artists were allowed some 
leeway in interpreting a blazon.  (See the Sidebar for a list of heraldic 
and other unfamiliar terms.)

(5) Information concerning donors and studios is inscribed or painted 
on the glass.  
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the Bishop of London. Initially, English bishops were reluctant to 
perform the “laying on of hands” to clergy of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church, but the Scottish bishops were more obliging.  In 1784 Bishop 
Seabury received the apostolic succession in Aberdeen, but by 1787 
the Church of England accepted the inevitable and ordained Bishops 
White and Provost in London.   

About the Author
Jethro M. Hurt III is the former Education Director for the 
Chicago Architecture Foundation. During his tenure there, he 
trained more than 400 docents to conduct a score of different 
walking, bicycle, bus, and boat tours of the Windy City. During 
his career Hurt has held other positions as college professor, 
museum curator, and director. He is now the archivist at the 
Episcopal Church of Bethesda-by-the-Sea, Palm Beach, 
Florida.

(6) John the Baptist, Christ’s cousin, referred to him as “the Lamb 
of God” upon first sighting him. The combination of red cross on a 
white ground has a long history as the banner of the resurrection.  
Often the lamb and banner are conjoined, as in this instance and 
elsewhere in the church.      

(7) The American Marchioness was photographed by Bassano, Ltd. 
in her presentation dress on July 7, 1923, and in evening costume 
on July 25, 1923, and again in August 26, 1935. The National 
Portrait Gallery in London is in possession of all fourteen whole-
plate negatives from the sittings. Arthur Bradley Campbell inherited 
his mother’s jewels and left them to a cousin. The author had an 
opportunity to view her Scottish adornments, prior to their dispersal, 
at a West Palm Beach auction gallery several years ago.      

(8) While space here does not allow the inclusion of each one discussed 
herein, a recitation of the Arms, Crest, Supporters and Motto of the 
Huntley arms may prove an instructive example. “Blazon: Quarterly 
1st Azure three Boar’s Heads couped Or (Gordon) 2nd Or three Lions’ 
Heads erased Gules langued Azure (Lordship of Badenoch) 3rd Or 
three Crescents within a Double Treassure Flory Counterflory Gules 
(Seton) 4th Azure three Fraises Argent (Frazer). Crest: A Marquis’s 
Coronet Or a Stag’s Head and Neck affrontée proper attired with ten 
Tynes Gold.  Battle Cry: “Bydand” (Steadfast.)  Supporters: On either 
side a Greyhound Argent each gorged with a Collar Gules charged 
with three Buckles Or. Motto: Animo Non Astutia (By courage not 
by Stratagem.). Above the shield: Crown of a marquis with a deer’s 
head and above it, the motto “Bydand”=“Steadfast,” in Scots gallic, 
and often followed by “forever.”

(9) A Princeton graduate, he was interested in aviation and had 
attended the Naval Air Station North Island in Coronado, California.  
When otherwise engaged, Commanding Officer Win Spencer, would 
ask the young bachelor to escort his wife, Bessie Wallis, to company 
functions.  Haskell spoke of the way she had of fixing upon a partner 
with such concentration that he would be oblivious the world around 
them. Following enlistment in World War I, Mr. Haskell had become 
Vice President of Exports at General Motors, but quit to form Triplex 
Safety Glass from which he retired as President and CEO. He was 
the founding President of the Montauk Park Race Track and made it 
into one of the most prestigious institutions in the nation. The author 
learned of the Spencer connection from one of the Haskell daughters.  

(10) His was interred in the McDonald Mausoleum in London’s 
Brompton Cemetery and rests across from his first wife.   

(11) The form of the sedilia is derived from the stone seats and 
canopies cut out of the chancel walls in late medieval churches. The 
singular of sedilia is sedile.    

(12) Mrs. S. Fahs-Smith had been made a widow in 1941, thus 
explaining the absence of her husband’s name in the inscription.  
Following the death of Mr. Fahs-Smith, she commissioned the four 
Evangelists and the bas-relief sculpture in the tower in his memory.

(13) The English shields include the Archdiocese of Canterbury, the 
Archdiocese of York, the Diocese of London, the Diocese of Bath & 
Wells, the Diocese of Rochester, and the Diocese of Peterborough.  
The Scottish shields include the Diocese of Aberdeen and the Diocese 
of Ross and Moray. 

(14) Prior to American independence, all Church of England clergy 
in the colonies required ordination by an Anglican bishop, generally 

Looking ahead...
Save the date for these great events!

Sept. 9, 2014 | Special Exhibition: Courage Under 
Fire opens

Oct. 4, 2014 | Fire Prevention Day at the Johnson 
History Museum; Free, 10am-2pm 

Oct. TBD | Scarecrow Festival and Contest 11am-
2pm; $10 all inclusive, Johnson History Museum

Dec. 4, 2014 | Archival Evening Dinner Dance; 
7pm, invite only, Club Collette

Dec 10, 2014 | Distinguished Lecture Series 
2014-15 presents author, historian  Richard Rene 
Silvin; 7pm, Society Members Free, Non-Members 
$20, Johnson History Museum; Free Parking

For more information on these events, please 
visit historicalsocietypbc.org or call 561.832.4164 
ext 103
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